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Grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction study of Langmuir films of amphiphilic monodendrons
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We have used pressure-area isotherms and grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction to study structures of Lang-
muir films of first-generation monodendrons with two or three peripheral alkyl chains. Unlike the structures
observed in their bulk liquid crystalline mesophases, these multichain monodendrons form either a centered
rectangular lattice with molecular axes tilted toward nearest neighbors or an oblique lattice with molecular axes
tilted in low-symmetry directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Langmuir films, composed of amphiphilic molecules a
sorbed at the air-water interface, continue to attract wi
spread attention due to their importance as models for t
dimensional structures and phase transitions, as m
biological membranes, and as precursors for technologic
important Langmuir-Blodgett films@1–4#. In recent years,
the field has advanced greatly due to the developmen
synchrotron x-ray scattering and surface microscopy te
niques@5–7#.

The vast majority of films studied have been composed
linear molecules with a hydrophilic end group and a hyd
phobic alkyl tail. Such molecules generally form a clos
packed structure in the compressed state, possibly with s
tilt of the molecular axes. Less attention has been paid
other molecular geometries. A crown ether modified w
two alkyl chains appeared to form a close-packed struc
with variable chain tilt@8#. Phospholipid molecules with two
hydrophobic chains have been heavily studied due to t
importance in biological membranes@9,10#. Langmuir films
composed of disk-shaped molecules~such as those that ar
responsible for the formation of discotic liquid crystals! typi-
cally pack in an ‘‘edge-on’’ arrangement, with columns
molecules running parallel to the water surface@11–14#. In
most of these cases only one peak is observed in graz
incidence diffraction measurements, which limits the amo
of structural information that can be inferred.

Molecular and supramolecular monodendrons form
powerful route to forming crystalline and liquid-crystallin
structures with precisely controlled structure and function
ity @15–18#. The monodendron shape is determined by
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molecular architecture of the repeat unit, the generation n
ber, and the functionality both on the periphery and in t
apex. Depending on the width of the aliphatic~peripheral!
end and the apex~core!, the monodendrons might be de
scribed as tapers, half disk, disks, pyramids, cones,
spheres, or spheres, resulting in lamellar, columnar, or cu
macroscopic lattices@19#. Although the bulk structures an
phases of dendrimers have been heavily studied, les
known about their behavior at solid or liquid interfaces@20–
24#. We recently used x-ray reflectivity to study a series
second and third-generation monodendrons with hydrop
bic C12H25 alkyl tails at the periphery and hydrophili
COOH, CO2CH3, or crown ether groups in the core@24#. We
found that they were best described by a model in which
hydrophilic core was at or beneath the water surface, th
was a low-density region just above the surface, and
alkyl chains formed a high-density sublayer above the s
face with the chains directed perpendicular to the interfa
In the present paper we extend this program with a graz
incidence diffraction study of closely related monomers w
two and three alkyl chains.

We used pressure-area (P-A) isotherms and grazing inci
dence x-ray diffraction~GID! to study first-generation mono
dendrons1 and2 with two and three hydrocarbon@1# chains
at the periphery, respectively~Fig. 1!. The peripheral hydro-
phobic alkyl chains are C12H25, the hydrophilic polar groups
are formed by CH2OH in the cores, and these two parts a
connected by rigid aromatic benzene rings that form
branching backbones for these multichain molecules.

We found only one distinct compressed phase for b
compounds from the isotherm measurements. GID studie
the compressed state showed well-resolved diffraction pe
for compound 1 not seen in similar two-chain molecu
films @6,9,25–27#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Compounds1 and 2 were synthesized as described els
where @28#. Small amounts (;1023 g) were weighed on a
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Denver Instrument AD-200DS electronic balance to an ac
racy of 1025 g. The solute was then dissolved in high pe
formance liquid chromatography grade chloroform~99.9%
pure! to make dilute solutions of concentration ranging fro
1023 M to 1024 M. The subphase water was purified using
Millipore filtration system with a resistivity r
.18.2 MV cm. We typically deposited 50–100m l of solu-
tion on the water surface for isotherm or GID measureme

The Langmuir trough employed for thein situ has dimen-
sions of 1603476 mm2 and a compression ratio of mor
than 9.0.P-A isotherms were collected both at the Unive
sity of Pennsylvania, using a Lauda film balance, andin situ
during the x-ray measurements, using a Wilhelmy plate@1#.
The Lauda balance and Wilhelmy plate were adjusted
zero surface tension with a pure water subphase; the La
balance was calibrated using a standard weight and the
helmy plate was calibrated using the difference of surf
tensions of pure water subphase and air. The two meas
ments gave consistent results, but the Wilhelmy plate w
found to be less suitable at higher surface pressures.
films were sufficiently stiff that the plate was sometim
tilted sideways or even pushed out of the film. Therefo
during the course of the x-ray measurements we relied
marily on molecular surface areas to establish a connec
with previously determinedP-A isotherms.

During the diffraction measurements, the subphase w
temperature was maintained at 15 °C. The films were co
pressed to a surface pressure in the range of 15–20 mN
and measurements were then made at fixed area. The L
muir trough was located in a sealed chamber, which w
flushed with humidified He to lower background air scatt
ing and minimize evaporation.

GID measurements were conducted using the liquid s
face spectrometer at beam line 9ID, CMC-CAT, of the A

FIG. 1. 1: A first-generation monodendron with two hydroca
bon chains~top!. 2: A first-generation monodendron with three h
drocarbon chains~bottom!.
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vanced Photon Source~APS!, Argonne National Laboratory
The x-ray optics were similar to those described elsewh
@11–13,29#. A Ge ~111! crystal deflected a monochromat
beam of wavelengthl51.240 Å toward the film surface a
an angle slightly smaller than the critical angle for total r
flection. Söller slits between the sample and detector p
vided additional collimation in the scattering plane. A line
position sensitive detector~PSD! was mounted on the 2u
arm so that scattered intensity was measured as a functio
both the in-plane momentum transferQxy and the out-of-
plane momentum transferQz . We define the in-plane mo
mentum transfer to beQxy54p sin(u)/l, where 2u is the
scattering angle in the horizontal plane. This approximat
neglects small corrections arising from the out-of-plane co
ponent of the momentum transfer.

The resulting instrumental resolution in the scatteri
plane wasDQxy50.002 Å21 full width at half maximum
~FWHM!. At each setting ofQxy , the PSD collected photon
in the range20.15 Å21<Qz<0.91 Å21. We will refer to
the sum of all counts in the PSD at a particularQxy as the
‘‘ Qz-integrated intensity.’’ Since our films are believed
have no preferred orientation, these intensities correspon
a two-dimensional powder diffraction pattern. The resoluti
in Qz was 0.004 Å21 FWHM. GID scans were performed in
the range 1°<2u<25° (0.09 Å21<Qxy<2.19 Å21). In
general we observed strong powder diffraction peaks n
2u'15° –22° (Qxy'1.3–2.0 Å21).

Our samples were somewhat sensitive to radiation d
age. After 30 min or more in the primary beam, the expos
part of the film was damaged, as demonstrated by decrea
diffraction peak intensities. We minimized radiation dama
by keeping the x-ray shutters closed as much as possible
by frequently translating the sample in the beam. We p
formed cross-checks to verify that peak positions and p
files were not highly sensitive to radiation damage over
10-20 minute time scale of a typical exposure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The P-A isotherms ~Fig. 2! for compounds1 and 2
showed only one stable compressed solid phase above
dilute gas phase.

FIG. 2. Pressure-area isotherms of monolayers of dendritic c
pounds1 and2.
1-2
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When the films were further compressed to above
mN/m, they became unstable to multilayer formation. T
critical pressure is slightly larger than that of arachidic a
films ~55 mN/m! measured with the same Lauda film ba
ance, and reflects the high stability of these films both
multilayer formation and subphase dissolution. The mole
lar area for compound1 ~two chains! varies between
68 Å2/molecule and 45 Å2/molecule in the compresse
phase; the corresponding values for compound2 ~three
chains! are 90 Å2/molecule and 75 Å2/molecule. ~These
values were calculated by extrapolating the linear steep
tions of the isotherms to zero pressure and to the poin
inflection at high pressure.! Thus, the area per chain rang
between 23 and 34 Å2 for compound1 and between 25 and
30 Å2 for compound2. These results are easily explained
the tails are somewhat ‘‘splayed’’ or tilted out at the onset
the riser, and close packed at full compression. The m
mally compressed areas are comparable to those of c
pressed Langmuir films formed by rodlike, single alkyl cha
amphiphiles@30#. For example, the limiting areas for mono
layers of arachidic acid are 24 Å2/molecule for the tilted
compressed phase and 20 Å2/molecule in the nontilt, higher-
pressure compressed phase. GID measurements on
pound 1 were made at a fixed molecular area of
62 Å2/molecule, and those on compound2 were made at a
fixed molecular area of 6062 Å2/molecule.

The Qz-integrated intensity for compound1 is shown in
Fig. 3. Thed spacings of the strong peaks are all in the ran
of 3–5 Å, comparable to typical distances between neighb
ing parallel chains. This clearly demonstrates that the
plane structure is essentially lamellar, and is dominated
close packing of the alkyl chains. Such a structure is
marked contrast to the bulk liquid-crystalline mesophase
monodendrons, which show much larger lattice parame
determined by the end-to-end length of the molecules@16–
18#. The sharpness of the peaks indicates the existenc
long range~or quasi-long-range! in-plane structural order
Peak positions and widths were obtained from least-squ
fits of the first three peaks to a Lorentzian line shape. T

FIG. 3. GID patterns from a monolayer of two-chain molecu
1 compressed to 44 Å2/molecule. Points show measure
Q z-integrated intensity as a function of in-plane momentum tra
fer; the solid line is a fit to the Lorentzian line shape.
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peak positions of compound1 were well indexed as the
~1,1!, ~2,0!, and ~0,2! reflections of a centered rectangul
lattice with lattice parametersa57.44 Å, b56.32 Å. ~This
structure can alternatively be thought of as a slight distort
of a hexagonal lattice to give an oblique lattice with latti
parametersa85b854.88 Å and an angle of 99.3°, rathe
than 120°, between them.! The FWHM for the first three
peaks in Fig. 3 are 0.040 Å21, 0.023 Å21, and 0.022 Å21,
respectively. The corresponding correlation lengths are
Å, 270 Å, and 280 Å for the three peaks of the in-pla
lattice of compound1.

From the lattice parametersa, b, we can calculate the are
of the unit cell of the in-plane centered rectangular latti
For compound1, the calculated area is 47.0 Å2. We note that
this is equal within experimental uncertainty to the molecu
area at the surface concentration chosen. A hexagonal or
tered rectangular lattice would be the normal result of clo
packing of identical alkyl chains. Alternate structures can
considered. A herringbone or other simple rectangular str
ture would result in finite intensity for mixed odd-even inde
rectangular peaks such as the~2,1!. Since such peaks are no
observed, the scattering must be dominated by the periph
alkyl chains, which occupy equivalent positions in the ce
tered rectangular lattice. The apical benzene rings do, h
ever, play a role. They result in a lattice that is somew
dilated compared to that expected for bare alkyl chains, t
slightly modify the Qz dependence of the observed pea
and they prevent the formation of rotator phases@31# seen in
monolayers of single-rod amphiphiles@32,33#.

Figure 4 shows that the diffracted intensity forms rods
the Qxy-Qz plane, and that for some of the peaks the ma
mum is at finiteQz . To analyze these results, we model t
chains as rods of charge, possibly tilted away from the n
mal. The extent of the Bragg rods depends inversely on
length L8 of the molecular rod, and the effect of tilting th
rod is to move the diffraction maximum to finiteQz . We
takeL8 to be the true length of the rod andL5L8cost to be
the projection of the rod length on thez axis normal to the
interface, witht being the tilt angle. We then calculate th
square of the molecular form factor to be

-

FIG. 4. Contour plot of the intensity distribution in theQ xy-Q z

plane for compound1.
1-3
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I ~Qz!5I 0F sinS ~Qz2Qz
peak!

L

2D
~Qz2Qz

peak!
L

2

G 2

~1!

Figure 5 shows a fit to theQz dependence of the intensit
of compound1 at Qxy51.345 Å21 to the functional form in
Eq. ~1!. The best fit givesQz

peak50.530 Å21 and L
527.94 Å.

We can now calculate@29,34,35# the tilt anglet from the
fitted value ofQz

peak. For a particular peak with Bragg indi
ces (h,k,0), the tilt angle and peak position are related b

tan~t!sin~Chk!5
Qz

peak

Qxy
, ~2!

wheret is the tilt angle of the rods away from thez axis,
Chk is the azimuthal angle defined by the the projection
the tilt and the diffraction planes~i.e., zero if the tilt projec-
tion is parallel to or along the diffraction planes!, Qz

peak is
the position of the intensity maximum along theQz axis, and
Qxy is the horizontal component of the momentum trans
that meets the Bragg law. In the case of compound 1,
rods tilt toward nearest neighbors, and therefore the tilt p
jection is along the (1,1) direction in the hexagonal ba
vectors. From the fit in Fig. 5 we calculate a tilt angle oft
.27.3°. This implies that the molecular rod length isL8
5L/cos(t)'31.4460.10 Å.

The standard estimate@34# of the length, of a fully ex-
tended (CH2)nCH3 alkyl chain, assumed to be in theall-
trans configuration, is,n115(n1 9

8 )1.265 Å, which in our
case gives,12515.3 Å. This is consistent with simple mo
lecular modeling using Chem3DTM, which provides an esti-
mated length of the core benzene-ring portion of the m
ecule at 17.0 Å. Thus, the length of fully extended branc
~i.e., alkyl chain plus three branched benzene rings! is ap-
proximately 33 Å. A comparison of the first two peaks ind
cates that the tilt angle of the chain should be toward
nearest-neighbor chain. This model, however, requires s
fine tuning to explain the profile of the third peak. If th
scattering were completely determined by the alkyl cha

FIG. 5. A Bragg rod scan as a function ofQz for sample1
measured at Qxy51.345 Å21.
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we should observe a peak atQz51.03 Å21, outside the
range of our measurements. The intensity andQz depen-
dence of the third peak in Fig. 3 arises from the much wea
contribution of lower density, and nontilted, aromatic porti
of the molecule that is close to the water surface. This
consistent with our earlier reflectivity measurements@24# of
similar monodendrons, which indicated a lower electron d
sity of the aromatic apical region than the aliphatic tai
Thus, a model that is quantitatively consistent with all t
data has the benzene rings close the water surface contr
ing weakly to all three peaks, and tilted chains well abo
the subphase dominating the intensities of the first t
peaks.

With the assumption that the chains are uniformly tilted
one direction, we can calculate the area of the unit cell p
jected in the plane normal to the molecular axes, i.e.,A0
5A cos(t)'47 cos(27.3°) Å2542 Å2, corresponding to a
chain area of 21.0 Å2, only 5% larger than literature value
for amphiphiles such as arachidic acid@30,35#.

Note that the centered rectangular phase observed in c
pound 1 is a consequence, not just of the molecular
~which serves to break the hexagonal symmetry! but also of
the noncircular cross section of the molecule and the fact
the chains are bonded to the apical benzene region, w
constrains their possible motions. Even if the tilt angle we
reduced by further compression, we would not expect to
tain a hexagonal lattice, unlike simpler amphiphiles with
rotator II phase@31,36#.

Figures 6 and 7 show theQz-integrated intensity and in
tensity distribution, respectively, of the three-chain co
pound 2. Fits to the GID pattern in Fig. 6 for molecule2
yield peaks atQxy51.397 Å21, 1.462 Å21, and 1.632 Å21,
with peak widths 0.086 Å21, 0.15 Å21, and 0.066 Å21, and
corresponding correlation lengths of 73 Å, 41 Å, and 96
These can be indexed as the~1,0!, ~0,1!, and (1,1̄) diffraction
peaks of an oblique lattice witha54.80 Å, b54.95 Å, and
included angle 110.4°. From these parameters we calcu
@31# a unit-cell area of 22.27 Å2, approximately equal to the
area of a single alkyl chain. The tilt direction can be inferr

FIG. 6. GID patterns from a monolayer of three-chain molecu
2 at fixed area of 60 Å2/molecule. Points show measure
Qz-integrated intensity as a function of in-plane momentum tra
fer; the solid line is a fit to the Lorentzian line shape.
1-4
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from the splitting of the first three peaks. In the case
close-packed hexagonal lattices with no tilt, the first diffra
tion peak is a degenerate multiplet consisting of the (1,
(0,1), and (1,1̄) Bragg peaks. For tilt along the neare
neighbor ~NN! direction @i.e., (1,1)], the first peak from
(1,0) and (0,1) is split from the second peak from (1,1)̄, as
well as the case for tilt along the next nearest neigh
~NNN! direction. However, in the case of lower-symmet
tilt ~i.e., neither NN nor NNN!, the (1,0), (0,1), and (1,1)̄
peaks are all resolved.

From the analysis of a Bragg rod scan atQxy
51.412 Å21 ~i.e., neither at 1.397 Å21 nor at 1.462 Å21,
but between them and nearer to the first peak! we estimate
the tilt angle in the range of 20° –24°, along a lowe
symmetry direction. With this estimated tilt angle, we fin
the area per chain in the plane normal to the molecular
to be in the range 20.3– 20.9 Å2, which is 2–5% larger than
the literature value.

The d spacings of the powder diffraction peaks indica
that the lateral features in the compressed phase arise p
rily from ordered close packing of the peripheral alk
chains. In the simpler two-chain molecular film, whic
showed extremely well-resolved peaks not seen in sim
two-chain amphiphiles@6,9,25–27#, the fully stretched alkyl
chains formed a planar centered rectangular lattice with
uniform tilt of 27° towards their nearest neighbors.

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the intensity distribution in theQxy-Qz

plane for compound2.
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One feature that distinguishes our compounds from m
commonly studied amphiphiles is the noncircular cross s
tion of the component molecules. Langmuir films of norm
single-chain amphiphiles are often described as rota
phases@31# similar to those observed in bulk paraffin stru
tures @36#. Such dynamic behavior is very unlikely in th
present case, because of the large energy barriers to rot
of either the entire molecule or the individual alkyl chai
relative to the rest of the molecule.

Tsukruk and co-workers@37,38# have recently used GID
and x-ray reflectivity to study Langmuir films of low
generation monodendrons containing a crown-ether p
group, azobenzene spacer, and a varying number of pe
eral alkyl chains. Their results are consistent with ours
showing a substantial chain tilt arising from the size m
match between the apical and peripheral regions.

IV. SUMMARY

We have used GID to study the compressed solid pha
of multichain monodendron Langmuir monolayers. We o
serve multiple, strong, well-resolved diffraction peaks in
cating a high degree of structural order. We observe a c
tered rectangular lattice in compound 1 and an oblique lat
in compound 2, in both cases accompanied by molecular
These results may serve as a starting point for further ex
ration into the structures and structure-function relations
Langmuir and solid films of more complex dendrimers.
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